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Sisense, the leading artificial intelligence (AI)-driven platform for infusing
analytics everywhere, recently announced how its customer, Bakers Delight, is
using the Sisense Fusion Platform to help capture, surface, and analyse its data as
part of its digital transformation journey. Bakers Delight is currently going
through a digital transformation and saw that Sisense met its key data and
analytics needs. Sisense’s global standing, AI technology and customer use cases
clearly demonstrated they could deliver what Bakers Delight is looking for in its
transformation plans. “Sisense is proud to have helped Bakers Delight realize their
vision of becoming both a modern and data-driven company that sets a new and
game-changing standard for data-driven business transformation,” the company
stated in an accompanying press statement.
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future of, and the need for a cloud-native,
micro services architecture that provides
endless scale and flexibility. “Our plan is
to provide deeper customization,
flexibility and extensibility at cloud scale
to help customers of any technical level
build and leverage more interactive
analytic experiences and automatic
insight generation. We at Sisense strive
to leverage our AI engine to help
customers infuse analytics everywhere
and drive change with actionable
insights.”
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